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ABSTRACT

Categories and Subject Descriptors

With the abundance and ubiquity of mobile devices, a new
class of applications, called spatial crowdsourcing, is emerging, which enables spatial tasks (i.e., tasks related to a location) assigned to and performed by human workers. However, one of the major challenges with spatial crowdsourcing
is how to verify the validity of the results provided by workers, when the workers are not trusted equally. To tackle this
problem, we assume every worker has a reputation score,
which states the probability that the worker performs a task
correctly. Moreover, we deﬁne a conﬁdence level for every
spatial task, which states that the answer to the given spatial task is only accepted if its conﬁdence is higher than a
certain threshold. Thus, the problem we are trying to solve
is to maximize the number of spatial tasks that are assigned
to a set of workers while satisfying the conﬁdence levels of
those tasks. Note that a unique aspect of our problem is
that the optimal assignment of tasks heavily depends on the
geographical locations of workers and tasks. This means
that every spatial task should be assigned to enough number of workers such that their aggregate reputation satisﬁes the conﬁdence of the task. Consequently, an exhaustive
approach needs to compute the aggregate reputation score
(using a typical decision fusion aggregation mechanism, such
as voting) for all possible subsets of the workers, which renders the problem complex (we show it is NP-hard). Subsequently, we propose a number of heuristics and utilizing realworld and synthetic data in extensive sets of experiments we
show that we can achieve close to optimal performance with
the cost of a greedy approach, by exploiting our problem’s
unique characteristics.

H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database Applications—
Spatial databases and GIS
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General Terms
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1.

INTRODUCTION

With recent ubiquity of mobile devices, technology advances of mobile phones, and wireless network bandwidth
improvements, every user of a mobile phone can now act as
a multi-modal sensor collecting various types of data instantaneously (e.g., picture, video, audio, location, time). This
opens up a new mechanism for eﬃcient and scalable data
collection, called spatial crowdsourcing [20]. With spatial
crowdsourcing, the goal is to crowdsource a set of spatial
tasks (i.e., tasks related to a location) to a set of workers,
which requires the workers to perform the spatial tasks by
physically traveling to those locations. For example, consider a scenario, in which a requester (e.g., a news agency
server) is interested in collecting pictures and videos of antigovernment riots from various locations of a city. With spatial crowdsourcing, the requester, instead of traveling to the
location of each event issues his query to a spatial crowdsourcing server (or SC-server). Subsequently, the SC-server
crowdsources the query among the available workers in proximity of the events. Once the workers complete their tasks
in their vicinity, the results are sent back to the requester.
However, a major impediment to the practicality and success of any spatial crowdsourcing system is the issue of trust.
The reason is that the tasks performed by workers cannot always be trusted, because the motivation of the workers is not
always clear. For example, in the same scenario, malicious
users may also upload incorrect pictures and videos which
paints a totally diﬀerent image of what is occurring. Some
skeptics of crowdsourcing go as far as calling it a garbagein-garbage-out system due to the issue of trust.
While crowdsourcing has largely been used by both research communities (e.g., database [13]) and industry (e.g.,
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk [1]), only a few work [6, 4] have
studied spatial crowdsourcing. Moreover, most existing work
on spatial crowdsourcing focus on a particular class of spatial crowdsourcing, called participatory sensing. With participatory sensing, the goal is to exploit the mobile users
for a given campaign by leveraging their sensor-equipped

mobile devices to collect and share data. Some real-world
examples of participatory sensing projects include [17, 23],
which use mobile sensors/smart phones mounted on vehicles to collect information about traﬃc, WiFi access points
on the route and road condition. However, most of these
work solve the trust issue by incorporating a trusted software/hardware module in the user’s mobile device [12, 15].
While this protects the sensed data from malicious software
manipulation before sending it to the server, it does not
protect the data from users who either intentionally (i.e.,
malicious users) or unintentionally (e.g., making mistakes)
perform the tasks incorrectly.
In this paper, we address the issue of trust in one class
of spatial crowdsourcing, known as server assigned [20], in
which a set of workers send their locations to an SC-server,
and then the SC-server assigns to every worker his nearby
tasks. Subsequently, we associate a reputation score to every worker, which represents the probability that a worker
performs a task correctly. We also deﬁne a conﬁdence level,
given by the requester of each spatial task, which states that
the answer to the given spatial task is only acceptable if its
conﬁdence is higher than the given threshold. Consequently,
the SC-server, who receives the location of the workers, assigns to every worker his nearby tasks only if his reputation
satisﬁes the conﬁdence of a given task. However, it is possible that a spatial task cannot be assigned to any individual
worker because its conﬁdence is not satisﬁed by any of the
worker’s reputation score in its vicinity. In this case, we may
assign a task to a subset of closeby workers whose aggregate
reputation score satisﬁes the conﬁdence of the task. We utilize a voting mechanism to aggregate the reputation scores
of the workers by computing the probability that the majority of workers perform the task correctly. This intuition
is based on the idea of the wisdom of crowds [26] that the
majority of the workers are trusted.
With server assigned spatial crowdsourcing, the main optimization goal is to maximize the overall task assignment.
Consequently, our problem turns into maximizing the number of assigned tasks while satisfying the conﬁdence of every
task. We refer to this problem as Maximum Correct Task
Assignment (or MCTA) problem. We prove that the MCTA
problem is NP-hard by reduction from 3D matching problem, which renders the optimal algorithms impractical. Note
that what makes the MCTA problem challenging is its spatial aspect since we would like to assign workers to their
nearby tasks. Without such constraint, the problem can be
addressed by simply assigning a large number of the tasks
to the top few workers with high reputation scores. This,
however, may require some workers to travel a far distance
in order to perform their assigned tasks, which is not fully
aligned with the objective of spatial crowdsourcing systems
(i.e., leveraging the locality of workers in performing tasks
[16]).
Consequently, we propose three approximation algorithms
to solve the MCTA problem. Our ﬁrst solution, named
Greedy (GR), is an adaptation of a greedy solution to the
3D-matching problem. Our second approach, namely Local
Optimization (LO), tries to improve the Greedy approach by
performing some local optimization. Finally, our third approach, referred to as Heuristic-based Greedy (HGR) applies
some heuristics to eﬃciently improve the approximation and
reduce the travel cost.
Our extensive experiments on both real and synthetic data

show that the LO approach is not applicable to the realworld applications due to its signiﬁcantly high CPU cost.
Meanwhile, the GR approach, while fast enough for realworld applications (250 times faster than LO on average), its
performance in terms of number of assigned tasks is much
lower than that of LO (40% worse than LO on average).
Instead, our HGR approach is the best of the both worlds: it
is as fast as the GR approach and meanwhile its performance
in terms of number of assigned tasks is similar to that of the
LO approach. On top of that, HGR outperforms LO in
terms of workers’ travel cost by a factor of 2 on average.
Hence, we conclude that our heuristics are eﬀective enough
to improve the performance of a greedy algorithm to become
comparable to a locally optimal algorithm without incurring
the extra execution time penalty.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we discuss a set of preliminaries in the context of
spatial crowdsourcing, and formally deﬁne the MCTA problem. Section 3 discusses the complexity analysis of MCTA
problem. Thereafter, in Section 4 we explain our assignment solutions. Section 5 presents the experimental results.
In Section 6, we review the related work. Finally, in Section
7 we conclude and discuss the future directions of this study.

2.

PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we ﬁrst introduce a set of terminologies
that will be used in this paper. Next, we discuss our reputation scheme. Finally, we formally deﬁne our problem.

2.1

Terminologies

In [20], a spatial task is deﬁned as a task related to a
location. Consequently, we formally deﬁne a spatial task as
follows.
Definition 1 (Spatial Task). A spatial task t is represented as a tuple of form <l, d> which is a task with description d, that should be performed in location l, where l
is a point in the 2D space.
Note that the spatial task t can be performed by a human
only if the human is physically located at location l. An
example of a spatial task’s description is as follows: Given
an image, is this the image of a particular building?
With spatial crowdsourcing, the general assumption is
that every spatial task is performed correctly [20]. However,
in many scenarios a worker may intentionally (i.e., malicious
users) or unintentionally (e.g., making mistakes) provide a
wrong answer to a given query. Therefore, we deﬁne a conﬁdence level for every spatial task, which states that the
answer to the given spatial task is only acceptable if its conﬁdence is higher than a given threshold. We now deﬁne
the notions of α-conﬁdence and probabilistic spatial crowdsourced query, respectively.
Definition 2 (α-confident spatial task). A spatial
task t is α-confident, if the probability of the task t being performed correctly is at least α.
Definition 3. [Probabilistic Spatial Crowdsourced Query]
A probabilistic spatial crowdsourced query (or PSC-Query)
of form (<t1 ,α1 >,<t2 ,α2 >,...) is a query consisting of a
set of tuples of form <ti ,αi > issued by a requester, where
every spatial task ti is to be crowdsourced with at least αi confidence.

Figure 1: A trustworthy spatial crowdsourcing
framework
After receiving the PSC-queries from all the requesters,
the spatial crowdsourcing server (or SC-server) assigns the
spatial tasks of these PSC-queries to the available workers,
while satisfying the conﬁdence probability of every spatial
task. We refer to this as a trustworthy spatial crowdsourcing
framework (Figure 1).
In this paper, we refer to a worker as a carrier of a mobile device who volunteers1 to perform spatial tasks. Moreover, every worker is associated with a reputation score r
(0≤r≤1), which gives the probability that the worker performs a task correctly. Consequently, the higher the reputation score, the more the chance that the worker performs
a given task correctly. The idea that reputation can be obtained from mining the answers returned by the users can be
found at [8, 21]. We assume the reputation scores are stored
and maintained at the SC-server. Once a worker is ready
to perform tasks, he sends a task inquiry to the SC-server
(Figure 1). We now formally deﬁne the task inquiry.
Definition 4 (Task Inquiry or TI). Task inquiry is
a request that a worker w sends to the SC-server, when ready
to work. The inquiry includes the location of w, L, along
with two constraints: a spatial region R, and the maximum
number of acceptable tasks maxT, where R is the area in
which the worker accepts spatial tasks, and maxT is the maximum number of tasks that the worker is willing to perform.
Once the workers send their task inquiries, the SC-server
should assign to every worker a set of tasks, while satisfying
both the constraints of the workers and the conﬁdence probability of the tasks. Note that without the spatial constraint
(i.e., spatial region R), a worker may be assigned to a task
far from his location. In this paper, without loss of generality, we assume that all spatial tasks have the same level of
diﬃculty. This means that the probability of a task being
performed correctly (i.e., its conﬁdence) is only inﬂuenced
by the reputation of the worker who performs it.
Figure 2 illustrates an example of a trustworthy spatial
crowdsourcing system with a set of spatial tasks T ={t1 , .., t10 }
and a set of workers W ={w1 , w2 , w3 }. The conﬁdence probabilities of the tasks and the reputation scores of the workers
are shown in two diﬀerent tables. An example of an assignment is to assign t2 and t3 to w1 , since both tasks are inside
the spatial region of w1 (i.e., R1 ). Moreover, the reputation
score of w1 satisﬁes the conﬁdence probability of both t2 and
1

Our focus is on self-incentivised spatial crowdsourcing [20],
in which people are self-incentivised to perform tasks voluntarily without expecting a certain reward.

Figure 2: An example of a trustworthy spatial
crowdsourcing system
t3 (i.e., r1 >α2 , r1 >α3 ). Finally, the maximum number of
acceptable tasks for w1 is 2 (i.e., maxT1 =2).

2.2 Reputation Scheme
The problem of crowdsourcing a set of spatial tasks to a
set of workers has recently been studied in [20], in which
the goal is to maximize the number of spatial tasks assigned
to workers, while satisfying the constraints of the workers.
However, unlike in [20], where the assumption is that all
workers are trusted, and therefore, every task can be assigned to only one worker, with PSC-query we should also
take into account the conﬁdence probability of the tasks.
Thus, a task may be needed to be assigned to more than
one worker. Consider the example of Figure 2, in which t1
is located inside the spatial regions of all the three workers. Here, t1 cannot be assigned to any of the individual
workers, because its conﬁdence probability is not satisﬁed
by any of them. Instead, it may be possible to assign t1 to
a number of workers simultaneously, where the aggregation
of the workers’ reputation scores satisﬁes α1 . Consequently,
by assigning multiple workers to a task, two issues arise: 1)
how to aggregate the diﬀerent results provided by a group of
workers for a given task, and 2) how to aggregate the reputation scores of the workers to check if the required conﬁdence
is satisﬁed. In the following, we discuss the two issues.
With spatial crowdsourcing applications, one of the major
challenges is how to aggregate the results provided by diﬀerent workers. Note that diﬀerent spatial tasks may support
diﬀerent modalities of results (e.g., binary/numerical value,
text, photo). In this paper, for simplicity we assume that
the result of a spatial task is in the form of a binary value
(0/1). However, this can be generalized to any data modality, for example by representing any modality of data as a
binary value. One of the well-known mechanisms to make
a single decision based on the results provided by a group
of workers is majority voting, which accepts the result supported by the majority of workers. This intuition is based
on the idea of the wisdom of crowds [26] that the majority of
the workers are trusted. In this paper, we use majority voting for any decision process when multiple workers perform
a single task simultaneously.
Next, in order to aggregate the reputation score of the
workers, we need to compute the probability that the majority of workers perform the task correctly (see [9]). Thus,
we now deﬁne the Aggregate Reputation Score.
Definition 5 (Aggregate Reputation Score (ARS)).
Given a spatial task t ∈ T , the aggregate reputation score of
+ 1 number
the set Q ⊆ W is the probability that at least |Q|
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Task
t1
t2
t3
t4
t5
t6
t7
t8
t9
t10

of the workers perform the task t correctly.
ARS(Q) =

|Q|
∑

∑ ∏

|Q|
k= 2 +1 A⊂Fk wj ∈A

rj

∏

(1 − rj )

(1)

wj ∈A
/

where Fk is all the subsets of Q with size k, and rj is the
reputation of the worker wj .
Consider t1 in the example of Figure 2. As the ﬁgure
shows, t1 is located inside the spatial regions of all the three
workers w1 , w2 , and w3 . In order to compute the aggregate reputation score for the set Q={w1 , w2 , w3 }, we need
to compute the probability that the majority (i.e., at least
two) of the workers perform the task correctly. Thus, we
compute the aggregate reputation score of the three workers
as follows:
ARS(Q)=(0.7×0.6×0.7)+(0.7×0.4×0.7)+(0.7×0.6×0.3×2)
=0.74
Consequently, by aggregating the reputation score of the
three workers, t1 can be performed by assigning it to all the
three workers simultaneously, since α1 < 74%.

2.3 Problem Definition
In this section, we ﬁrst deﬁne the notions of a correct
match and a potential match set. Thereafter, we formally
deﬁne our problem.
Definition 6 (Correct Match). Given a task t∈T
and a set of workers W , we refer to the set C⊆W as a
correct match for the task t, if t is located inside the spatial
region of every worker w∈C, and the aggregate reputation
score of the workers in C satisfies the confidence probability
of t (i.e., ARS(C)≥α). We denote the set C by <wi wj ...>.
Moreover, we represent a correct match between a given task
and a set C of workers by (t,<wi wj ...>) (or (t, C)).
An example of a correct match in Figure 2 is (t1 ,<w1 w2 w3 >),
since all the three workers have t1 in their spatial regions,
and ARS({w1 , w2 , w3 })>α1 .
Definition 7 (Potential Match Set). Given a task
ti ∈T and a set of workers W , let P (W ) be the power set of
the set W . We refer to the set Mi ⊆P (W ) as the potential
match set for ti if Mi contains all the correct matches for
ti .
Table 1 depicts the potential match sets for all the spatial
tasks of Figure 2. For example, the potential match set for
t2 is M2 ={(t2 ,<w1 >),(t2 ,<w3 >),(t2 ,<w1 w3 >)}, since t2 is
only located inside the spatial regions of w1 and w3 . Moreover, the aggregate reputation score of every C∈M2 satisﬁes
the conﬁdence probability of t2 (i.e., r1 >α2 , r3 >α2 , and
ARS({w1 , w3 })>α2 ).
With trustworthy spatial crowdsourcing, our focus is to
maximize the number of assigned tasks while satisfying both
the constraints of the workers as well as the conﬁdence probability of the spatial tasks. We now formally deﬁne our
problem.
Definition 8 (Problem Definition). Given a set of
workers W ={w1 , w2 , ...} and a set of spatial tasks T ={t1 ,t2 ,
|T
∪|
...}, let M = Mi be the union of the potential match sets
i=1

for all spatial tasks, where every correct match in M is of

Potential Match Set
{(t1 ,<w1 w2 w3 >)}
{(t2 ,<w1 w3 >),(t2 ,<w1 >),(t2 ,<w3 >)}
{(t3 ,<w1 >)}
{}
{(t5 ,<w1 >)}
{}
{}
{(t8 ,<w1 w2 w3 >)}
{(t9 ,<w3 >)}
{(t10 <w2 w3 >),(t10 ,<w2 >),(t10 ,<w3 >)}

Table 1: Illustrating the potential match sets for the
spatial tasks of Figure 2
form (ti ,<wj wk ...>). The maximum correct task assignment ( or MCTA) problem is to maximize the number of
assigned tasks by selecting a subset of the correct matches,
in which every spatial task ti is assigned to at most one correct match in M , while satisfying the workers’ constraints.

3.

COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

In order to solve the MCTA problem, an exhaustive approach is to perform a brute-force search by computing all
the subsets of the set M (i.e., 2|M | ), which satisfy the constraints of the workers, and then choose the one with maximum size. However, in real-world the set M is large, which
renders the exhaustive approach impractical due to its computationally expensive cost. In this section, we prove that
the maximum correct task assignment is an NP-hard problem by reduction from maximum 3-dimensional matching
(M3M) problem [14], which is also an NP-hard problem.
The M3M problem can be formalized as follows:
Definition 9 (M3M Problem). Let X, Y , and Z be
finite, disjoint sets, and let T be a subset of X×Y ×Z. That
is, for every triple (x, y, z)∈T , we have x∈X, y∈Y , and
z∈Z. We say M ⊆T is a 3-dimensional matching if for
any two distinct triples (x1 , y1 , z1 )∈M and (x2 , y2 , z2 )∈M ,
the two triples do not contradict (i.e., x1 ̸=x2 , y1 ̸=y2 , and
z1 ̸=z2 ). Thus, the M3M problem is to find a 3-dimensional
matching M ⊆T that maximizes |M |.
In order to prove that the MCTA problem is NP-hard, we
ﬁrst prove that the MCTA1 problem is NP-hard; we deﬁne
MCTA1 as a special instance of MCTA problem in which
the maximum number of acceptable tasks (i.e., maxT ) for
every worker is one. Thereafter, we readily conclude that the
MCTA problem is NP-hard. The following lemma proves
that MCTA1 is NP-hard.
Lemma 1. The MCTA1 problem is NP-hard.
Proof. We prove the lemma by providing a polynomial
reduction from the M3M problem. Towards that end, we
prove that given an instance of the M3M problem, denoted by
Im , there exists an instance of the MCTA1 problem, denoted
by Ia , such that the solution to Ia can be converted to the
solution of Im in polynomial time. Consider a given Im , in
which each set X, Y , and Z has n elements. Also, let T be
a subset of X×Y ×Z. To solve Im , we select a set M ⊆T ,
in which M is the largest 3D matching. Correspondingly, to
|T
∪|
solve Ia , we select A⊆ Mi with maximum cardinality, in
i=1

which no two matches in A should overlap.

Therefore, we propose the following mapping from Im components to Ia components to reduce Im to Ia . For every
element in X, we create a spatial task. Thereafter, for every element in Y and Z, we create a worker. That is, we
create a total of n spatial tasks and 2n workers. Every
task ti has a potential match set Mi , which is the set of
all possible correct matches. Moreover, every correct match
|T
∪|
in
Mi is a triple of form (tx ,<wy wz >), where 0<x≤n,
i=1

0<y≤n, and n<z≤2n. Consequently, to solve Ia , we need
to find a set A⊆M , in which A is the largest 3D matching.
That is, for every two matches in A, (tx1 ,<wy1 ,wz1 >) and
(tx2 ,<wy2 wz2 >), we have tx1 ̸=tx2 ,wy1 ̸=wy2 , and wz1 ̸=wz2 .
It is easy to observe that if the answer to Ia is the set A, the
answer to Im will be the set M with maximum cardinality.
This completes the proof.
The following theorem follows from Lemma 1:
Theorem 1. The MCTA problem is NP-hard.
Proof. We prove by restriction from MCTA1 . MCTA1
is a special instance of MCTA and is NP-hard based on
Lemma 1. Therefore, MCTA is also NP-hard.

4. ASSIGNMENT PROTOCOL
Based on Theorem 1, the MCTA problem is NP-hard,
which renders the optimal algorithms impractical. Consequently, we study approximation algorithms that solve the
3D-matching problem to ﬁnd a solution to the MCTA problem. In the following, we propose our three solutions to this
problem.

4.1 Greedy (GR) Approach
One of the well-known approaches for solving the 3Dmatching is a greedy algorithm which iteratively expands
the matching set until no more expansion is possible [11].
Correspondingly, to solve the MCTA problem, we can iteratively assign a task to one of its correct matches, until
no more assignment is possible. Note that with the MCTA
problem, the maximum number of acceptable tasks for every worker may not necessarily be one. Consequently, we address this by transforming every worker with maxT capacity
into maxT workers with capacity of 1. This allows a worker
to be assigned to at most maxT number of tasks. Moreover, unlike the 3D-matching problem where every match is
in the form of a triple, with the MCTA problem every correct match may contain any number of workers (i.e., from 1
to |W |).
We explain the details of the GR approach with the example of Figure 2. The algorithm starts by iterating through
every correct match in the set M , which is the union of the
potential match sets for all spatial tasks, and adds the correct match to the result set A if it does not contradict with
any of the already added correct matches. We say a correct
match (ti ,C) contradicts with a correct match (ti′ ,C ′ ) in A
if either of these two cases occur: 1) the task has already
been assigned (i.e., ti = ti′ ), or 2) for any worker in the set
C, the worker has already used all his capacity. That is, the
worker has been assigned maxT number of times. Table 2
depicts the status of the set A for the example of Figure 2 at
every step. We can see that at every step the most recently
added correct match is shown in bold. According to Table

Steps
1
2
3

A
{(t1 ,<w1 w2 w3 >)}
{(t1 ,<w1 w2 w3 >),(t2 ,<w1 w3 >)}
{(t1 ,<w1 w2 w3 >),(t2 ,<w1 w3 >),(t10 ,<w2 >)}

Table 2: Illustrating the GR steps for the example
of Figure 2
2, in the ﬁrst step the algorithm assigns t1 to <w1 w2 w3 >.
Thereafter, the algorithm assigns t2 to <w1 w3 > (step 2).
At this point, the algorithm reaches t3 . However, since t3
can only be assigned to w1 , and w1 has already used all his
capacity (i.e., w1 is already assigned to t1 and t2 ), t3 remains
unassigned. The algorithm repeats this step to ﬁnd all the
non-contradicting correct matches. Consequently, in step 3,
the GR algorithm adds (t10 ,<w2 >) to the set A. Finally,
the algorithm stops when it scans through all the correct
matches.

4.2

Local Optimization (LO) Approach

The problem with the GR approach is that the assignment
is performed in an ad-hoc fashion, and is totally dependent
on the order in which the correct matches are scanned. In
other words, the spatial tasks are assigned arbitrarily without considering any heuristic to improve the result. The
Local Optimization approach adopted from [18] tries to improve the Greedy approach by ﬁnding an optimal solution
within a neighborhood set of solutions. Consequently, the
LO approach ﬁrst uses the GR approach to ﬁnd an assignment. Thereafter, it tries to improve the assignment by
performing some local searches.
We explain the details of the LO algorithm with the example of Figure 2 (see Table 3). The algorithm starts by applying the Greedy approach to ﬁnd an assignment A. It is clear
that A cannot be directly expanded by adding more correct
matches. However, it is still possible that if we remove a correct match from A, we may be able to replace it with more
than one correct match in order to increase the number of assigned tasks. Consequently, the algorithm iterates through
all the correct matches in the set A, and for every correct
match (ti ,C), the LO algorithm removes it from the result
set A. As shown in step 2 of Table 3, (t1 ,<w1 w2 w3 >) is
removed from A. Thereafter, the algorithm searches for the
set M ′ , which is the set of all the non-contradicting correct
matches in M that could be added to A−(ti ,C). For example, the set M ′ after removing (t1 ,<w1 w2 w3 >) from the
set A includes (t3 ,<w1 >), (t5 ,<w1 >), (t8 ,<w1 w2 w3 >), and
(t9 ,<w3 >). Note that even though these correct matches do
not contradict with the set A, they may contradict with each
other. For example, (t3 ,<w1 >) and (t5 ,<w1 >) in the set M ′
contradicts with each other. The reason is that w1 is already
been assigned to t2 , which leaves him with only one remaining capacity to be assigned to either t3 or t5 . Therefore, the
algorithm needs to compute the set A′ with maximum number of non-contradicting correct matches, given the set M ′ .
That is, it needs to solve the MCTA problem for the set M ′ .
Note that the set M ′ is a much smaller set as compared to
M . Therefore, computing the maximum assignment using
any of the optimal approaches is feasible2 . In our example, the set A′ constructed from M ′ includes (t3 ,<w1 >) and
(t9 ,<w3 >). Consequently, the algorithm trades A′ for (ti ,C)
only if |A′ |>1. That is, the algorithm adds A′ to A only if the
2
Even if the set M ′ was large, the GR approach could be
applied to compute the set A′

Steps
1
2
3
4
5

A
{(t1 ,<w1 w2 w3 >),(t2 ,<w1 w3 >),(t10 ,<w2 >)}
{(t2 ,<w1 w3 >),(t10 ,<w2 >)}
{(t2 ,<w1 w3 >),(t10 ,<w2 >),(t3 ,<w1 >),
(t9 ,<w3 >)}
{(t10 ,<w2 >),(t3 ,<w1 >),(t9 ,<w3 >)}
{(t10 ,<w2 >),(t3 ,<w1 >),(t9 ,<w3 >),
(t2 ,<w3 >),(t5 ,<w1 >)}

Table 3: Illustrating the LO steps for the example
of Figure 2
set A could be expanded by more than one correct match.
Otherwise, the already removed correct match (ti ,C) is put
back into the result set. As depicted in Step 3 of Table 3,
the set A′ is added to the set A, since it contains two correct matches. Next, the algorithm repeats these steps for
the next correct match (t2 ,<w1 w3 >). As step 5 of Table 3
shows, the algorithm trades (t2 ,<w1 w3 >) with the two correct matches (t2 ,<w3 >) and (t5 ,<w1 >). At this point, the
LO algorithm stops, since no more such trading is possible.
We can see from Table 3 that by applying the LO approach,
the number of assigned tasks increases as compared to that
of the GR approach.

4.3 Heuristic-based Greedy (HGR) Approach
Even though the LO approach improves the assignment
as compared to the GR approach, its major drawback is
that it is computationally expensive. The reason is that
unlike the GR approach which scans only once through the
set of correct matches to solve the MCTA problem, the LO
approach needs to iteratively scan through the result set
until no more local optimization is possible. This limits its
real-world applicability as most crowdsourcing applications
require a real-time assignment of tasks to workers.
In this section, our goal is to employ a number of heuristics to increase the number of assigned tasks while keeping
the computation cost as low as the GR approach. We refer
to this approach as Heuristic-based Greedy (HGR) approach
which utilizes three heuristics. Our ﬁrst heuristic ﬁlters out
a set of correct matches that do not potentially contribute
to the ﬁnal result. Our second heuristic is based on the intuition that it would be more beneﬁcial to utilize less number
of workers when assigning a task. This would allow those
workers to be assigned to other tasks; thus, increasing the
total number of assigned tasks. Our third heuristic takes
into account the travel cost (e.g., in time or distance) of the
workers during the assignment process. Therefore, the intuition here is to give more priority to the workers who are
closer to a given spatial task. In the following sections, we
discuss each of the heuristics in turn. Thereafter, we discuss the HGR algorithm that would integrate all the three
heuristics into the GR approach.

4.3.1 Filtering Heuristic
In order to solve the MCTA problem, we need to compute the potential match set for every spatial task t. This
requires computing the aggregate reputation score for any
combination of workers whose spatial regions contain the
task t. Consequently, repeating this step for all the spatial
tasks can create a large number of correct matches. This
renders the existing approaches ineﬃcient. Our idea is to
prune a set of correct matches which potentially do not con-

tribute to the ﬁnal result. In the following, we ﬁrst deﬁne the
term domination. Next, we deﬁne a lemma, which depicts
how we can ﬁlter out a set of correct matches.
Definition 10 (Domination). Given two correct matches
(t,C)∈ M and (t,C ′ )∈ M , we say the correct match (t,C)
dominates the correct match (t,C ′ ) if C ⊆ C ′ .
Lemma 2. Given the set M (Definition 8), let A be the
output of an assignment algorithm (e.g., GR). Moreover, let
D ∈ M be the set of all correct matches being dominated by
the rest of the correct matches in M −D. Let Â be the output
of the assignment algorithm, given the set M̂ =M − D. We
have |Â| ≥ |A|. That is, the set D can be safely pruned from
M without degrading the final result.
Proof. The proof is trivial. Let (t,C ′ )∈ D. Also, let
(t,C ′ ) be dominated by (t,C) ∈ M − D. Now, let us assume
that the task t is assigned to the set C ′ in A. We can always
replace (t,C ′ ) with (t,C) in A, since C is the subset of the
workers in C ′ . Moreover, since there exists a set of workers in C ′ who are not in C, replacing (t,C ′ ) with (t,C) will
release some workers to be assigned to other tasks. Consequently, this may result in increasing the number of assignments. Thus, for M̂ =M − D, we have |Â| ≥ |A|.
Given Lemma 2, by removing all the correct matches in
the set M which are already dominated by other correct
matches in M , we may improve the ﬁnal result. For the example of Figure 2, the set of correct matches which can be
pruned from the set M is D = {(t2 ,<w1 w3 >),(t10 ,<w2 w3 >)}.
In general, we can utilize the above lemma during the construction of the potential match set for every spatial task t.
That is, for every set C, whose aggregate reputation score
satisﬁes α, we no longer construct the correct matches dominated by the set C. This results in a lower computation cost
during the generation of the correct matches as well as less
number of correct matches to scan during the assignment
process.

4.3.2

Least Worker Assigned (LWA) Heuristic

One of the drawbacks of the GR approach was that the
correct matches were scanned in an arbitrary order. However, the order in which we scan the correct matches becomes important, particularly when we scan the list only
once. Note that in an extreme case, a proper ordering of
the correct matches may result in the optimal answer. With
this heuristic, our goal is to assign a particular ordering to
the list of correct matches, which may improve the ﬁnal result. We assign higher priorities to the correct matches with
less number of workers. That is, given two correct matches
(t,C) and (t′ ,C ′ ), where |C|<|C ′ |, (t,C) has a higher priority. For example, in Figure 2, between the two correct
matches (t1 , <w1 w2 w3 >) and (t3 ,<w1 >), we assign higher
priority to (t3 ,<w1 >), since the spatial task t3 requires less
number of workers to be performed as compared to t1 . Consider every worker as a resource, the intuition is that these
resources are limited (i.e., workers have limited capacities).
Consequently, it would be much wiser to waste less number
of resources for a given spatial task whenever possible, so
that those resources can be used by the rest of the tasks;
thus, increasing the total number of assigned tasks.

4.3.3

Least Aggregate Distance (LAD) Heuristic

So far, we have not considered the travel cost (e.g., in time
or distance) of the workers during the assignment process.
With spatial crowdsourcing, the travel cost becomes a critical issue since workers should physically go to the location of
the spatial task in order to perform the task. Consequently,
based on this heuristic, the idea is to give more priority to
workers whose aggregate distance to a given spatial task is
less than those of the other workers.
We deﬁne the travel cost between a worker w and a spatial
task t in terms of the Euclidean distance3 between the two,
denoted by d(t,w). Moreover, given a set of workers C, who
should be assigned to the task t simultaneously, we deﬁne
the aggregate distance, denoted by ADist(t,C), as the sum
of the Euclidean distances between the
∑spatial task t and all
the workers in C (i.e., ADist(t,C)=
d(t, w)).
w∈C

4.3.4 HGR Algorithm
In this section, we explain the details of the HGR algorithm by combining all the abovementioned heuristics. The
HGR algorithm contains three preprocessing steps. The rest
works similar to the GR approach. In the ﬁrst step, it
utilizes the pruning heuristic to remove the set of correct
matches dominated by the rest of the correct matches in
M . The reason the pruning step is performed ﬁrst is that
as already discussed, the set of dominated correct matches
are pruned during the construction of the set M , which may
improve the overall computation cost. Next, the HGR algorithm orders the set of correct matches by the number
of workers and the aggregate distance, respectively. That
is, the algorithm ﬁrst gives higher priority to the correct
matches with less number of workers. Subsequently, among
those with equal number of workers, it gives higher priority to those with smaller aggregate distances. The reason
that the LWA heuristic is utilized before the LAD heuristic
is that the LWA heuristic is trying to increase the number
of assigned tasks (the primary objective of MCTA), whereas
the LAD heuristic takes into account the travel cost of the
workers, which is secondary in MCTA.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We conducted several experiments on both real-world and
synthetic data to evaluate the performance of our proposed
approaches: GR, LO, and HGR. Below, we ﬁrst discuss our
experimental methodology. Next, we present our experimental results.

5.1 Experimental Methodology
We performed three sets of experiments. In the ﬁrst two
sets of experiments, we evaluated the scalability of our proposed approaches by varying both the average number of
workers whose spatial regions contain a given spatial task,
namely workers per task (W/T), and the average number of
spatial tasks which are inside the spatial region of a given
worker, denoted by tasks per worker (T/W). In the rest of
the experiments, we evaluated the impact of the workers’
capacity constraints on the performance of our approaches.
Note that every worker has two constraints: maxT and R.
However, we only evaluated the impact of one of them (i.e.,
maxT ) on our approaches, since both constraints have sim3
Other metrics such as network distance are easily applicable

ilar eﬀects. With these experiments, we used three performance measures: 1) the total number of assigned tasks, 2)
CPU cost, which is the time (in seconds) it takes to solve the
MCTA problem, and 3) the average of the aggregate travel
cost for a given task, which is the sum of the travel costs of
all the workers who are assigned to the task. The travel cost
is measured in terms of the Euclidean distance between the
worker and the location of the task. Finally, we conducted
our experiments on both synthetic (SYN) and real-world
(REAL) data sets. With our synthetic experiments we used
two distributions: uniform (SYN-UNIFORM) and skewed
(SYN-SKEWED). In the following, we discuss our data sets
in more details.
With our ﬁrst set of synthetic experiments, in order to
evaluate the impact of W/T, we considered three cases (Table 4), sparse, medium, and dense, in which the average
number of W/T is 2, 4, and 8, respectively. This means that
we consider an area to be worker-dense, if the average number of workers who are eligible to perform a spatial task is 8,
whereas in a sparse case, the average number of W/T is 2.
In our experiments on SYN-UNIFORM, the average number of W/T varies with a small standard deviation (from
1.1 to 2.5), whereas in our experiments on SYN-SKEWED,
the average number of W/T varies with a large standard
deviation (between 4 to 16). In order to generate the SYNSKEWED data set, 99% of the workers were formed into
four Gaussian clusters (with σ = 0.05 and randomly chosen
centers) and the other 1% of the workers were uniformly distributed. With our second set of synthetic experiments, in
order to evaluate the impact of T/W, we considered three
cases (Table 5), sparse, medium, and dense, in which the
average number of T/W is 5, 15, and 25, respectively. Note
that our intuitive assumption is that the number of tasks
are usually higher than the number of available workers at
a given time instance. Similar to the previous set of experiments, with the uniform distribution (SYN-UNIFORM), the
average number of T/W varies with a small standard deviation (from 2 to 5), whereas with the skewed distribution
(SYN-SKEWED), the average number of T/W varies with
a large standard deviation (between 25 to 80). Moreover, in
order to generate the SYN-SKEWED data set, we followed
a similar approach to that of W/T. Finally, with our last set
of experiments, we varied the average number of maxT for
every worker between 5 to 15. With this set of experiments,
we only reported our experiments on SYN-UNIFORM, in
which the value of maxT varies with a small standard deviation (between 1 to 3), since similar trends were observed
in the skewed case.
The real-world data set is obtained from Gowalla [3], a
location-based social network, where users are able to check
in to diﬀerent spots in their vicinity. The check-ins include
the location and the time that the users entered the spots.
We deﬁned the spatial tasks for 115580 spots (e.g., restaurants) in the state of California. An example of a spatial task
description can be: ”Does the cleanness of the spot matches
its ratings?”. Moreover, we assumed that Gowalla users are
the workers of our spatial crowdsourcing system, since users
who check in to diﬀerent spots may be good candidates to
perform spatial tasks in the vicinity of those spots. For our
experiments, we used the check-in data over a period of one
day, covering the state of California. For this particular set
of experiments, the average number of W/T was around 4
with standard deviation of 9. This also conﬁrms our choices

W/T
Sparse
Medium
Dense

SYN-UNIFORM
Avg: 2, SD: 1.1
Avg: 4, SD: 1.7
Avg: 8, SD: 2.5

SYN-SKEWED
Avg: 2, SD: 4
Avg: 4, SD: 10
Avg: 8, SD: 16

Table 4: Distribution of the synthetic data for W/T
T/W
Sparse
Medium
Dense

SYN-UNIFORM
Avg: 5, SD: 2
Avg: 15, SD: 3
Avg: 25, SD: 5

SYN-SKEWED
Avg: 5, SD: 25
Avg: 15, SD: 50
Avg: 25, SD: 80

a) No. of assigned tasks SYN-UNIFORM

b) No. of assigned tasks SYN-SKEWED

c) CPU cost - SYN-UNIFORM

d) CPU cost - SYN-SKEWED

e) Aggregate distance SYN-UNIFORM

f) Aggregate distance SYN-SKEWED

Table 5: Distribution of the synthetic data for T/W
of parameters for synthetic datasets.
Finally, in all of our experiments, for both the reputation
score of every worker and the conﬁdence probability of every
spatial task, we randomly selected a number between 0 to 1
from a uniform distribution. Furthermore, unless mentioned
otherwise, the default values for average W/T is 2, the average T/W is 15, and the average value of maxT is 10 with
standard deviations 1.1, 2, and 1, respectively. For each of
our experiments, we ran 500 cases, and reported the average
of the results. Finally, experiments were run on an Intel(R)
Core(TM)2 @ 2.66 GHz processor with 4 GB of RAM.

5.2 Effect of Number of Workers per Task (W/T)
In the ﬁrst set of experiments, we evaluated the scalability of our approaches by varying the number of workers
whose spatial regions contain a given spatial task. Figures
3a and 3b depict the result of our experiments on both SYNUNIFORM and SYN-SKEWED. As the ﬁgures demonstrate,
the assignment increases as the number of W/T grows. The
reason is that more resources become available to perform
tasks. The ﬁgures also show that HGR is outperforming GR
by up to 2 times, which shows the eﬀectiveness of our heuristics. Moreover, our experiments demonstrate that HGR acts
similar to the LO approach, which proves that by only integrating the heuristics to the GR approach, we can obtain
results similar to the case where we iteratively perform local
optimization. Another observation from this set of experiments is that the impact of the heuristics becomes more
signiﬁcant for larger number of W/T. The reason is that in
a worker-dense area, there is a higher chance that more than
one worker is assigned to a given task. Thus, applying pruning and LWA heuristics becomes more critical. Finally, we
observe that the overall number of assigned tasks is higher
for the uniform data as compared to that of the skewed data.
The reason is that in the skewed case, many tasks fall outside the spatial regions of the workers, and therefore cannot
be assigned.
Figures 3c and 3d depict the impact of varying the number
of W/T on the CPU cost (logarithmic scale) using uniform
and skewed data, respectively. Our ﬁrst observation is that
both GR and HGR approaches perform signiﬁcantly better
than LO approach in terms of the CPU cost. The reason
is that while both GR and HGR scan once through the list
of correct matches, with LO, the algorithm iteratively scans
the list until no more local optimization is possible. Moreover, we see the superiority of HGR as compared to GR
in terms of the CPU cost by up to 2.7 times for the uniform data set and up to 2.2 times for the skewed data set.

Figure 3: Eﬀect of W/T on synthetic data
This is due to the pruning heuristic, since a large number
of correct matches are pruned, and therefore do not need
to be processed. Finally, LO is not applicable to real-world
crowdsourcing applications due to its large CPU cost.
Figures 3e and 3f demonstrate the impact of varying the
number of W/T on the aggregate travel cost of the workers in performing a given task using uniform and skewed
data, respectively. The ﬁgures show that as the number of
W/T grows, there is a higher chance that more than one
worker is assigned to a given task, and therefore the aggregate travel cost of the workers increases. We also observe
that HGR performs signiﬁcantly better than GR and LO
(up to 3.1 times for the uniform data and up to 5 times with
the skewed data). Moreover, the experiments show that the
LAD heuristic becomes more useful in a worker-dense area,
where more workers are assigned to a given task. Finally, our
experiments show more improvements of our heuristics on
the skewed data set, since with the skewed data set, the average number of W/T changes with a higher variance. Therefore, a task may be assigned to a large number of workers,
which makes our heuristics more useful.
Finally, Figure 4 depicts our experiments on real data, in
which the average number of W/T is 4. The experiments
show similar results in terms of HGR outperforming the GR
approach in all cases, which proves the eﬀectiveness of our
heuristics in a real-world distribution of workers and tasks.

5.3

Effect of Number of Tasks per Worker (T/W)

In the next set of experiments, we evaluated the scalability of our approaches by varying the average number of tasks
which are located inside the spatial region of a given worker.

a) No. of assigned tasks

b) CPU cost

c) Aggregate distance
a) No. of assigned tasks

Figure 4: Results for real data

b) CPU cost

c) Aggregate distance

Figure 6: Eﬀect of maxT - SYN-UNIFORM

applications. This states that our HGR approach can efﬁciently solve the MCTA problem, while achieving similar
result comparing to the optimization approach.

6.
a) No. of assigned tasks SYN-UNIFORM

b) No. of assigned tasks SYN-SKEWED

Figure 5: Eﬀect of T/W - Synthetic data
Figures 5a and 5b depict the result of our experiments on
both SYN-UNIFORM and SYN-SKEWED. With this set of
experiments, we only reported the impact of varying T/W
on the number of assigned tasks, since the rest was similar to our previous set of experiments. As the ﬁgures show,
the total number of assigned tasks increases as T/W grows.
The reason is that more tasks are available to be performed
by workers. Moreover, experiments on both uniform and
skewed data sets demonstrate the superiority of HGR over
the GR approach by up to 30% with the uniform data, and
up to 26% with the skewed data. Furthermore, as the ﬁgures
show, the impact of our heuristics becomes more signiﬁcant
in medium and dense areas, whereas in sparse areas all approaches perform similarly. The reason is that in all of our
experiments we ﬁxed the average value of maxT to 10. In a
task-sparse area, every worker has on average 5 tasks inside
his region. Therefore, due to abundance of the resources, all
the assignment algorithms achieve similar results.

5.4 Effect of Maximum Acceptable Tasks (maxT)
Constraint
In our ﬁnal set of experiments, we measured the performance of our approaches with respect to increasing the average value of maxT for every worker from 5 to 15. Figure
6a illustrates an increase in the number of assigned tasks as
maxT grows. The reason is that with an increase in maxT ,
workers are willing to do more tasks, and thus, the number
of assignment increases. Moreover, similar to the previous
set of experiments we see the superiority of the greedy approaches (GR and HGR) as compared to LO in terms of the
CPU cost (Figure 6b). Finally, as Figure 6c depicts, HGR
outperforms both GR and LO in terms of the aggregate
travel cost by up to 1.5 times.
The main observation from this set of experiments is that
the HGR approach outperforms the GR approach in all
cases, while its performance in terms of task assignment is
close to the LO approach. Moreover, due to the high CPU
cost, the LO approach is not applicable to the real-world

RELATED WORK

Crowdsourcing Crowdsourcing has been attracting a lot
of attention in the research community. A related survey in
this area can be found in [10]. With the increasing popularity of crowdsourcing, recently, a set of crowdsourcing
services such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (AMT) [1] and
CrowdFlower [2] have emerged which allow requesters to issue tasks that workers can perform for a certain reward.
Crowdsourcing has been largely used in a wide range of applications. Examples of such applications are image search
[27], natural language annotations [25], and search relevance
[5]. Moreover, the database community has utilized crowdsourcing in relational query processing [13, 22]. In [13] a
relational query processing system is proposed that uses
crowdsourcing to answer queries that cannot otherwise be
answered.
Spatial Crowdsourcing Despite all the studies on crowdsourcing, only a few studies [6, 7, 20] have focused on spatial crowdsourcing. In [6], a crowdsourcing platform is proposed, which utilizes location as a parameter to distribute
tasks among worker. Recently in [20], a spatial crowdsourcing platform is proposed, in which the goal is to maximize
the number of assigned tasks. However, none of the existing work in spatial crowdsourcing have focused on the
issue of trust and reputation. One class of spatial crowdsourcing is known as participatory sensing, in which workers form a campaign to perform sensing tasks. Existing
work in this area propose approaches which incorporate a
trusted software/hardware into the mobile device. The role
of the trusted module is to sign the data sensed by the mobile sensor. The goal is to avoid any malicious software to
manipulate the sensed data before sending it to the server
[12, 15]. While this achieves trust at some level, it has two
drawbacks. One is that these approaches work for sensordependent tasks and cannot be generalized to any type of
spatial tasks. The more important drawback is that these
approaches detect if malicious software modiﬁes the sensed
data, but they do not consider the cases where users are
malicious or unintentionally collect wrong data (e.g., making mistakes).
Worker Quality As already discussed, one of the major issues in crowdsourcing is how to verify the validity of
the answer provided by the workers. In [19], a quality management approach for AMT is proposed, which improves the
quality of the result by distinguishing spam workers from bi-

ased workers. Moreover, a probabilistic model is discussed
in [24], which infers the error rates of crowdsourcing workers.
Finally, the jury selection problem in the crowd is studied in
[9], where the goal is to select a subset of crowd under a limited budget, whose aggregated wisdom has the lowest probability of drawing a wrong answer. While the focus of most
of these studies is on improving the result, our objective is
to maximize the number of assigned tasks while guaranteeing the correct answer with some conﬁdence. Moreover, we
focus on spatial crowdsourcing, which requires the workers
to physically go the location of the spatial tasks to perform
the task.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we introduced the issue of trust in spatial crowdsourcing systems, and formalized it as the MCTA
problem. Subsequently, we proposed our assignment protocol that included three various solutions to the MCTA problem, namely GR, LO, and HGR. In our experiments on both
real and synthetic data, we demonstrated that HGR can efﬁciently solve the MCTA problem, while its performance in
terms of task assignment is close to the LO approach.
As a future work, since location privacy is one of the major
impediments that may hinder workers from participation in
spatial crowdsourcing systems, we plan to extend our work
to protect the location privacy of the workers.
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